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Abstrat
The potential of LHC for investigation of theW -t-b vertex through the tW hannel of
single top quark prodution is studied. Unlike the other two single top quark prodution
proesses (t−hannel and s−hannel), the tW hannel provides the possibility to study
the Wtb vertex without reeiving ontamination from FCNC. This study has been done
at parton level but is involved the separation of signal from bakgrounds when both
W -bosons deay to leptons. In this study CP is assumed to be onserved. The 68%
C.L. bounds on the non-Standard Model ouplings are estimated.
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1 Introdution
One of the main goals of the upoming operational LHC is to searh for new physis beyond
the Standard Model (SM). Beause of the large mass of the top quark among all observed
partiles within the SM, it may give a speial role in the generation of masses. Therefore,
it is ruial that its interations with other partiles be studied arefully. The deviations of
the top quark interations from the SM preditions may represent a good way to learn more
about the nature of the eletroweak symmetry breaking [1℄,[2℄.
One approah to desribe possible new physis eets is to use a model independent
tehnique based on the eetive low energy Lagrangian . In this approah, the SM Lagrangian
is modied by adding new SU(3)c ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y gauge invariant operators [3℄,[4℄:
Leff = LSM + 1
Λ2
∑
i
CiOi. (1)
where LSM is the SM Lagrangian, Λ is the new physis sale, Oi are dimension six operators
whih are gauge invariant before eletroweak gauge symmetry breaking. Ci are onstants
whih represent the oupling strengths of Oi. The dimension ve operators violate the lepton
number onservation.
Upon eletroweak symmetry breaking and giving our attention to the top quark, the
modied Wtb ouplings an be expressed as [4℄:
ΓµWtb = −
g√
2
[γµ(FL1PL + FR1PR)− iσ
µνqν
mW
(FL2PL + FR2PR)] + (h.c.) (2)
where g is the weak oupling onstant, mW is the W-boson mass, qν is the W-boson four-
momentum. PR,L =
1±γ5
2
is the right-handed (left handed) projetion operator. Assuming
CP onservation, FL1,2 and FR1,2 are real form fators. These anomalous ouplings are related
to the oeients CtWΦ and CbWΦ in the general eetive Lagrangian by [4℄:
FL2 =
CtWΦ
√
2mW v
gΛ2
, FR2 =
CbWΦ
√
2mW v
gΛ2
(3)
where Λ is the sale of new physis. At tree level of the SM, FL1 = Vtb ≃ 1 and
FR1 = FL2 = FR2 = 0.
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At hadron olliders, top quarks an be produed in tt¯ pairs via strong interations and
singly via eletroweak interations. The introdued anomalous ouplings have been studied
via top pair events at the LHC and Tevatron in [5℄,[6℄,[7℄.
In the SM single top quark events are expeted to be produed via the t−hannel proess
(bq → q′t), the s−hannel proess (qq¯′ → tb¯) and the tW -hannel proess (gb → tW−).
These three proesses have ompletely dierent kinematis and an be observed separately
[1℄. The rst evidene for single top was reported by D0 experiment at Tevatron [8℄. At the
Tevatron, the events of the tW -hannel an not be observed beause of the very small ross
setion of this proess.
A omplete study of theWtb anomalous ouplings using the t−hannel and the s−hannel
for LHC and Tevatron has been performed in [9℄ whih has given the following bounds on
the anomalous ouplings (assuming 10% systemati unertainty):
− 0.094 ≤ FL2 ≤ 0.34 , −0.17 ≤ FR2 ≤ 0.18 (4)
The data oming from b → sγ has applied very tight onstraints on the FR1 [10℄. Thus we
do not onsider FR1 in the present study.
The tW -hannel has almost a large ross setion at the LHC (∼ 60 pb) and does not
reeive any ontribution from FCNC (Flavor Changing Neutral Current), therefore it an be
used to study the vertex of W -t-b. The aim of this artile is to investigate the sensitivity of
this hannel to anomalous ouplings and estimation of the possible bounds on FR2 and FL2.
2 The Top Quark Width Sensitivity to the Anomalous
Couplings
The Standard Model predits the top quark lifetime to be around 4 × 10−25 s whih orre-
sponds to the top quark width of 1.5 GeV. One should note that beause of the experimental
restritions, it is very diult to measure this very short lifetime or the orresponding width.
However, we are able to set a lower limit on the top quark width from the available data
from Tevatron. In [11℄ an upper limit has been set on the top quark width using a likelihood
3
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Figure 1: The tree level width of the top quark (in GeV) in terms of anomalous ouplings
t to the reonstruted top mass distribution. In the analysis the lepton+jets hannel of tt¯
andidates, in whih one of two W-bosons deays to lνl while the other deays to qq
′
, is used
to reonstrut the top quark mass. Finally, the estimated upper bound on the top quark
width is 12.7 GeV with 95% C.L. This is orresponding to the lower limit of 5.2 × 10−26 s
for the top quark lifetime. The top quark width will not be measured very preisely at the
LHC [15℄.
From another side, the introduedWtb oupling, at tree level and in the limit of mb → 0,
leads to the following formula for the width of top quark [12℄,[13℄:
Γt→Wb =
Gfmtm
2
W
8
√
2pi
(r2 − 1)2
r4
[(r2 + 2)(F 2L1 + F
2
R1) (5)
+(2r2 + 1)(F 2L2 + F
2
R2) + 6r(FL1FR2 + FR1FL2)]
where, mt and mW are top mass and W-boson mass, respetively and r =
mt
mW
. Fig.1
shows the top quark width as a funtion of anomalous ouplings (FL2, FR2) at tree level.
Obviously, the top quark width varies around 10-15 GeV when the anomalous ouplings
hange in a wide region (−2.0, 2.0). As stated above, the upper limit on the top quark width
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from the reonstruted top quark invariant mass distribution at Tevatron is around 12.7
GeV. This means that a wide region of the anomalous ouplings (FL2, FR2) is allowed from
the present top quark invariant mass measurement.
In the next setion the sensitivity of the ross setion of the tW hannel single top to the
anomalous ouplings is examined and new bounds on the anomalous ouplings are estimated.
3 The tW Channel Cross Setion Sensitivity to the Anoma-
lous Couplings
The dependeny of the tW hannel of single top quark ross setion on the anomalous
ouplings at the LHC is presented in Fig.2. This gure has been obtained by using the
CompHEP pakage [14℄. In alulation of the ross setion, it is assumed that mtop = 175
GeV/
2
, mb = 4.8 GeV/
2
and CTEQ6L1 is used as the proton parton distribution funtion.
Aording to CMS Collaboration full simulation results, the relative statistial uner-
tainty on measurement of the ross setion (∆σ
σ
) of the tW hannel taking into aount 10
fb
−1
of integrated luminosity is 9.9% [15℄. While ATLAS ollaboration predited 3% for this
value with 30 fb
−1
of integrated luminosity of data [16℄. Therefore, the ross setion of the
tW hannel will be measured preisely when the LHC is operational.
In the tW hannel proess the single top quark is produed via gb → tW− proess.
In the di-leptoni deay mode, besides the harged lepton oming from top quark, missing
energy and b-jet, the nal state ontains another harged lepton (from the real W−-boson)
with opposite sign of the harged lepton oming from top quark. The distribution of the
transverse momentum (pT =
√
p2x + p
2
y) of the harged lepton and the b-quark from the top
quark deay are shown in Fig.3. Aording to the left plot in Fig.3, the transverse momentum
of the b-quark from the top quark is insensitive to the anomalous ouplings. In ontrast,
the transverse momentum distribution of the harged lepton is shifted in the presene of
anomalous ouplings with respet to the SM ase. As it has been shown in the right plot in
Fig.3, the mean value of the transverse momentum of the harged lepton is shifted toward
the large pT region around 6 GeV when the anomalous ouplings are FL2 = FR2 = 0.2. One
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Figure 2: The dependeny of the tW hannel single top prodution ross setion on FR2
when FL1 = 1 , FL2 = 0 (left plot) and on FL2 when FL1 = 1 , FR2 = 0 (right plot).
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Figure 3: The transverse momentum distributions of the harged lepton and b-quark oming
from top in the tW hannel single top in the SM and for dierent values of FL2, FR2.
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should note that this mean value depends on the range of the histogram (e.g. the mean
value of the pT distribution is inreased when the range of the histogram is set to 300 GeV/
instead of 150 GeV/). Aording to the harged lepton pT distribution, for very small values
of FL2 , FR2, the shift toward large pT region is negligible.
Modern detetors at the LHC are able to measrure the transverse momentum of the
harged leptons (muon and eletron) very preisely. For example, the CMS detetor is able
to measure the pT of muons with the preision of 1.5% (when muon is in the enteral region
of the detetor and pT . 100 GeV/) [17℄. Therefore, a shift of around 6 GeV might be
observable whih orresponds to FL2 = FR2 = 0.2. However, a shift in the pT of the harged
lepton distribution orresponding to FL2 = FR2 = 0.05 is not observable .
In order to obtain a realisti estimate of the sensitivity of the tW hannel single top
at the LHC, one has to take into aount bakgrounds, detetor eets and seletion uts.
Obviously, a omprehensive analysis of all reduible bakgrounds and detetor eets is
beyond the sope of this study and must eventually be performed by the experimental
ollaborations. In [18℄ a Monte Carlo study at parton level has been performed whih is
involved the separation of signal from bakgrounds when two W-bosons deay to leptons.
The most ontributing bakgrounds are tt¯ and W+W−b. The signal ontains two high pT
harged leptons, only one jet (the b-jet oming from top quark) and missing energy.
Aording to the proposed strategy for separation of signal from bakgrounds in [18℄, the
harged leptons and b-jet are required to have pT ≥ 15 GeV and to lie in the enteral region
of the detetor with |η| ≤ 2.0. The following angular separation ut is applied on harged
leptons and jet:
∆R =
√
∆η2 +∆φ2 ≥ 0.4. (6)
where ∆φ is separation in azimuthal angle and ∆η is the dierene in pseudorapidity. After
applying the above uts, the signiane at LHC with 20 fb
−1
of integrated luminosity is
seen to be 84.9. Therefore, we use this seletion strategy to suppress the bakgrounds.
As mentioned before in this study, the CompHEP pakage [14℄ was used to simulate the
tW hannel single top prodution with anomalous ouplings. We use simple χ2 riterion from
the transverse momentum distribution of the harged lepton (oming from the top quark)
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with 20 fb
−1
of integrated luminosity to estimate the limits on anomalousWtb ouplings. The
analysis is performed after appliation of the mentioned uts for bakgrounds suppression
from [18℄. The χ2 riterion is dened as:
χ2(FL2, FR2) =
∑
i=bins
(
Nnon−SMi −NSMi
∆i
)2 (7)
where NSMi is the number of standard events in the i-th bin of the transverse momentum
distribution of the harged lepton and Nnon−SMi is the number events predited by the non-
standard theory in the i-th bin (in our ase the theory with anomalous Wtb ouplings).
In the present study, we have taken the advantage of the fat that, for small values of
FL2 and FR2, approximately the of the ross setion of the tW hannel in the presene of
anomalous ouplings is linear in FL2 and FR2 so the N
non−SM
i an be written linearly in FL2
and FR2 too. Therefore, χ
2
riterion depends quadratially on anomalous ouplings.
In Eq.7, ∆i is dened as:
∆i = N
SM
i
√
δ2stat + δ
2
syst (8)
where δstat is the statistial unertainty and δstat is the term for inluding systemati un-
ertainties. Systemati unertainties from mtop, parton distribution funtion, QCD sales,
luminosity measurements and et. are important for aurate results. However, at this stage
it is diult to give a realisti estimate of systematis. Therefore, ombined systemati
unertainties of 10% and 25% are taken into aount. Beause of dierent soures of uner-
tainties, taking into aount a ombined systemati unertainty of 25% seems to give more
realisti results.
Using the χ2 funtion dened by Eq.7, the 68% ondene level ontours are drawn in
Fig.4 assuming 10% and 25% of systemati unertainties.
The 68% C.L. bounds on the non-SM ouplings with dierent values of systemati un-
ertainties are given in Table 3. Comparing these limits with the limits whih have been
estimated by using the t−hannel and s−hannel of single top from [9℄ (mentioned in the
introdution), learly the tW hannel is able to give better bounds on FR2.
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Figure 4: The 68% ondene level regions of anomalous ouplings with 10% and 25% of
systemati unertainties.
Systematis FL2 FR2
0% −0.039 ≤ FL2 ≤ 0.042 −0.026 ≤ FR2 ≤ 0.017
10% −0.061 ≤ FL2 ≤ 0.070 −0.040 ≤ FR2 ≤ 0.022
25% −0.11 ≤ FL2 ≤ 0.15 −0.105 ≤ FR2 ≤ 0.041
Table 1: The 68% ondene level bounds on the anomalous ouplings assuming dierent
values for systemati unertainties.
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4 Conlusion
The tW hannel single top quark prodution at LHC was onsidered as a probe for non-SM
ouplings in the top quark setor. The tW hannel provides the possibility to study the Wtb
vertex without reeiving ontamination from FCNC. The transverse momentum distribution
of the b-quark from top is almost insensitive to anomalous ouplings while the presene of
anomalous ouplings leads to a shift in transverse momentum of the harged lepton from
top (toward the large transverse momentum region). Using a proposed strategy at parton
level for separation of signal from bakgrounds with 20 fb
−1
of integrated luminosity of data,
the 68% C.L. limits on anomalous ouplings (inluding a ombined systemati unertainty
of 25%) are found to be: −0.11 ≤ FL2 ≤ 0.15 , −0.105 ≤ FR2 ≤ 0.041. Comparing with
the limits estimated using the ombination of t−hannel and s−hannel of single top quark
prodution in [9℄, there is more sensitivity to FR2 in this hannel and better bounds is
obtained.
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